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Issues:

• Changes to the Pre-Action protocol for Personal Injury in

respect of Employer Liability claims?

• The impact of introduction of section 69 Enterprise Regulatory

Reform Act 2013 on Employer Liability claims?

• A review of recent Employer Liability cases and prosecutions for

breach of workplace regulations?



Government 
Policy for 

Civil Reforms

Jackson Report Reform of Civil 
Costs January  2010

Professor Lofsted

Reclaiming Health & Safety for 
All -Review of Legislation  Nov 

2011

Lord Young Report on 
Common Sense Common 

Safety October 2010

Enterprise & 

Regulatory 

Reform Act 

2013

LASPO (no 

longer able to 

claim Success 

Fees, no ATE 

policy, Qualified 

One Way Costs 

Shifting, Fixed 

costs)
Updating PI 

Protocol for 

EL/PL Claims



Pre-Action Protocol for EL Claims

• 1 April 2013 – MoJ introduced changes in the way claims 

were brought

• All EL accidents after the 31/7/13 had to be submitted via 

a Claims Portal www.claimsportal.org.uk

• Streamlined & cost effective system for dealing with low 

value PI claims

http://www.claimsportal.org.uk/


What were the changes?

• Claimant’s had to submit details of their claims on a Claim 

Form submitted via the Claims Portal 

• Applies for claims with a value less than £25,000

• Introduction of fixed costs both at pre-litigation and post-

litigation stage



AIMS OF THE PROTOCOL 

To Ensure:

– D pays damages 
and costs using the 
process out of 
court 

– Damages are paid 
within a reasonable 
time

– C receives fixed 
costs at each 
appropriate stage



Pre-Action Protocol For EL Claims

• Exclusions:-

– C is deceased

– C is a protected party

– Mesothelioma

– PL disease

– Clinical negligence

– Abuse/neglect claims

– Uninsured or insolvent D

– An Individual as opposed to a company or 
organisation

– Disease claims with more than 1 D



Overview of Claims Process

i) Claim Notification Form

ii) Electronic acknowledgement the day after 

receipt of CNF

iii) Response with a liability decision 
– EL - 30 business days (6 weeks) from deemed service of CNF

– PL – 40 business days (8 weeks) from deemed service of CNF

– Loss of earnings details to be provided within 20 days of admission 

of liability



Documents to Disclose:



Disclosure Where Specific Regulations Apply Found in 

Annex C:

• Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999

• Workplace (Health Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992

• Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998

• Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 1992

• Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992

• Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992

• Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002

• Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007

• Construction (Health, Safety & Welfare) Regulations 1996

• Work at Height Regulations 2005

• Pressure Systems and Transportable Gas Containers Regulations 1989

• Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations 1998

• The Noise at Work Regulations 1989

• Control of Noise at Work Regulations 1989

• Construction (Head Protection) Regulations 1989

• The Construction (General Provisions) Regulations 1961

• Gas Containers Regulations 1989

• Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005

• Mine and Quarries Act 1954

• Control of Vibrations at Work Regulations 2005

• http://www.justice.gov.uk/courts/procedure-rules/civil/protocol/prot_pic#C

http://www.justice.gov.uk/courts/procedure-rules/civil/protocol/prot_pic#C


Stage 1
Following admission

Stage 2
Negotiated 

settlement of 
quantum

Stage 3
Quantum not agreed -

Hearing

£300

£600

£250 on Paper or
£500 Oral 
Hearing

£300

£1,300

£250 on Paper or
£500 Oral 
Hearing

EL/PL – 1-10k EL/PL – 10k – 25k

Add 12.5% for London Weighting.  Claimant must live or work in 
London and instruct London Lawyer.

Fixed Portal Costs







Enterprise Update

• Section 69 of the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 

(“ERRA”)

“Erra is the god of mayhem and 
pestilence who is responsible for 

periods of political confusion”  
Wikipedia



The Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 

2013

• During the Commons debate, 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of 
State for Skills Matthew Hancock 
MP, identified key aims & 
objectives:

– “To remove unfairness of strict 
duty on employers

– That there is a test of 
reasonableness so that those who 
have taken all reasonable 
precautions cannot be prosecuted 
for a technical breach”



ERRA

Greatest impact on claims will be those which had 

previously cited Stark v Post Office in “strict liability” 

claims



ERRA 

• “Civil claims for personal injury can be brought 
by two routes: 

• A breach of the common-law duty of care, in 
which case negligence has to be proved, 

• Or a breach of statutory duty, in which case the 
failure to meet the particular legal standard 
alleged to have been breached has to be 
proved. 

• The new clause will amend the Health and 
Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 to remove the right 
to bring civil claims for breach of a statutory 
duty contained in certain health and safety 
legislation.”

• Matthew Hancock MP



Purpose & Benefits:-

– Provide E’er with the opportunity to defend themselves 
on the basis of having done all that was “reasonable”

– Ease E’er fears of being sued & help reduce over 
compliance

– Maintain H&S standards & level of protection under 
criminal law

– Continue to allow E’ee to bring claims for 
compensation where an E’er has been shown to be 
negligent

– Contribute to the wider Govt. reform on civil litigation 
system 



ERRA 

• Section 69 came into force on 

1 October 2013 and will 

impact on causes of action 

after that date. 

• Breach of duty imposed by 

health and safety regulations 

will no longer be actionable in 

the civil courts unless the 

regulation says so.



ERRA

• Breach of regulations remains a key evidential issue

• Lord Faulks during Parliamentary debate stated:

• “A breach of regulation will be regarded as 

strong prima facie evidence of negligence.

• Judges will need some persuasion that the 

departure from a specific and well targeted 

regulation does not give rise to a claim in 

negligence.”



ERRA

• Viscount Younger on behalf of the Government during 

the bill phase stated:

“The codified framework of requirements, responsibilities 

and duties placed on employers to protect their employees 

from harm are unchanged, and will remain relevant as 

evidence of the standards expected of employers in future 

civil claims for negligence.”





Asbestos
• High profile case

– HSE v M&S plc 

– Fine of £1 million and costs of £600k

– “Better an unattractive store in the short term 

than the risk of anything else in the long term”
– Regulation 11 Control of Asbestos Regs 2006 

– “Every employer shall prevent the exposure of his employees to 

asbestos so far as is reasonably practicable”



Lack of Risk Assessments

• West Sussex County Council v Kim Fuller [2015] Court of 

Appeal12/03/2015



Held:

• For liability to be established there had 

to be a causal connection between the 

task and the injuries sustained

• Accident did not fall within the ambit of 

the risks that the Employer was required 

to assess

• Accident wholly causally unconnected 

with the task of carrying post

• Claimant simply misjudged her footing

• Claim dismissed and Appeal allowed



Carter v Morgan Sindall Plc – 28/8/15 

Hull County Court

• Alleged scaffold fall

• Issues of lack of reporting

• Discrepancies of contemporaneous medical records

• Had informed his supervisor he had slipped but he 

was ok. No subsequent investigation.  

• Scaffold subject to rigorous weekly inspection 

• Held:

• C story was evolving – credibility was in issue

• Site safety taken seriously – weekly inspection

• Satisfied that C had fallen but the cause was not any 

problem with the scaffold plank

• Claim dismissed
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